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In 1966, a Working Group on Tyres, Road Surfaces and Skidding Accidents 
'Was set up in the Netherlands. The terms of reference of Sub-commitee V of 
this 'vorking group was to establish the number of skidding accidents, and to 
investigate the role that road-surface skidding resistance plays in acci
dent occurrence. A full description of the research is given in SchlHsser 
(1977). The reasons that led to the choice of the models of analysis and a 
detailed description of the results of the analysis on the accident data can 
be found in Oppe (1977). In the present paper the interest will be focusscd 
on the analysis of the involvement of lorries and passenger cars in accidents. 

DATA 

Unit of investigation is the number of lorries (passenger cars) in
volved in accidents during a given time period, divided by the number of 
vehicle kilometres of that category of vehicles driven during the same time 
period. These involvement ratios are computed separately for accidents clas
sified accord~ng to ~oad-surface skidding resistance of the road section on 
'Which the accident took place and hourly traffic volume on that road section 
during the time of the accident. Only accidents during rainfall are analysed. 
The involvement ratios are computed separately for motorways (road type r) 
and other primary national highways (road type 11). This resulted in four 
tables of involvement ratios corresponding to the two types of roads and 
two types of vehicles. For road type I the hourly traffic volumes are divided 
in 20 classes with intervals of 100 vellicles per hour for each direction; 
for road type 11 into 15 classes with intervals.of 200 vehicles per hour in 
both directions. The road sections are divided in nine skidding resistance 
classes corresponding to the coefficient of longitudinal force for a wet 
surface. The classes ranged from ~ .36 to > .71 in steps of .05 units of 
measurement. 

ANALYSIS 

Additive Conjoint Measurement 
The intention of the analysis is to examine how the iJlvolvement ratio 

(I) de pends on hourly t'raffi c vo lume (V) and road-surface slddding re s i s-
tance (H). The first assumption is that the effects of V on I and H on I are 

independent of each other. In a second analysis this assumption 'dll be 
tested. A second assumption regards the choice between an additive model 
and a multiplicative model. In linear models, such as analysis of variance, 
it is assumed that the effects of n on I and V on I are additive; in log
linear models, such as the Poisson models mentioned later on, one assumes 
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tbat the effccts are multiplicative. Because the choice bctween both models 
is questionable, it is decided to use only the order information of the 
I-values in an additive analysis. If the optimal solution of this additive 
analysis results in predictions of I (1*) that are linear ,~ith I, this means 
that an additive mo~~l could have bcen used directly on the data; a logarithm_ 
ic relation between I and 1* favours a mUltiplicative model. The descriptive 
model that is used is known as Additive Conjoint Measurement (ACM). As a 
result of this analysis the multiplicative model turns out to be correct. . 
A detailed description of this analysis is found in Oppe (1977). 

Weighted Poisson Models 
In a second analysis it is assumed that the number of vehicles involved 

in accidents in each cell of a table is Poisson distributed. Furthermore, 
the Poisson parameter of each cell is assumed to be composed of three factors 
a general factor 0(. , according to the rate of involvements, a specific 
volume factor (l') according to the probability of a given i.nyolvelUent to 
belong to volume ~lass j and a specific resistance factor ( ~ ,d according 
to resistance class i. The product of these part parameters ~lves the Pois
son parameter 0< (3. (. of the cell (i, j) in the table. The models for 
analysis resulting 1 frocl these assumptions are in general called log-linear 
models, because the logarithm of the Poisson parameters is a linear function 
of the logarithm of the part parameters. To analyse involvement ratios 
instead of the number of vehicles involved, the vehicle kilometres are 
assumed to be correcting constants. The models used to analyse the involve
ment ratios are called \{cighted Poisson Hodels (\{PH). A description of these 
models can be found in Dc Leemv and Oppe (1976). 

llESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the relation between the road-surface skidding resis
tanre classes and the corresponding part parameters, for lorries at rood 
type I and 11. From this figure it can be concluded that this relation is 
linear. The peripheral effect for the curve of road type 11 is probably due 
to the small amount of data in skidding resistance class 1. If the relation 
is linear and the mUltiplicative model is correct then the relation betwe~n 
the skidding res is tance c lasses and the corresponding invo I velJle n t rll ti os is 
exponential. This means that measures taken to improve road-surface skidding 
resistance are effective at all levels. However, the greatest effect per 
level will be reached at the lower levels of skidding resistance. 

Figure 2 sho,vs the relation between the hourly traffic volume classes 
and the corresponding part parameters, for lorries at road type I und 11. 
}t'rom this figure it can be seen that in general there is an increase of 
accident susceptibility with an increase of hourly traffic volume. For road 
type I the effect decreases at the higher volumes. The same effect is found 
for accident ratios and involvement ratios of passenger cars, but not for 
involvement ratios of lorries at road type 11. With regard to these findings 
it must be noted that no observations are recorded in the traffic volume 
classes higher then 15 at road type 11. In the lower traffic volume classes 
of road type I a reversed effect is found; here the accident susceptibility 
increases ,;1 th a decrease in hourly traffic volume. 

Table 1 shows the contributions of each component in the WPH-analysis. 
Skidding resistance seems most effective in explainin~ the data; the contri
bution of the traffic volume effect is less, but also highly significant. 
The interaction effect is not significant for road type I. This means that 
the effects of skidding resistance and traffic volume on thc· involvement 
ratios arc independent of each other. This is not found for road type 1I. 
This may be caused by disturbing factors such as diversity in type of roads, 
influence of accidents at crossings and not separated carriageways. 

Finally it may be concluded that multiplicative models seem to be more 
nppropriate for these kinds of data than additive models. 

, 
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Road type I Hoad type 11 
-

lorries passenger curs lorries passenger cars 
. 2 2 2 2 

.it -value d.f. /f.-value d. f. ;r -value d.f. /L--value d.f .. 

U 92.73 5 598.62 5 233.56 6 607.22 6 
V 36.25 12 142.112 12 117.87 8 255.37 9 
UxV l.l3.07 ,60 112.611 60 140.89 l.l8 365.011 5/.1: 

Table 1. Chi-square valu(es and dcgrees of freedom for resistancecffect (U), 
volwne'cffect V) and the interaction (nxv) resulting from the 
W~I-analysis of the involvement ratios. 
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In 1966, a Working Group on Tyres, Road Surfaces and Skidding Accidents 
was set up in the Netherlands. The terms of reference of SUb-COllll."1i ttee V of 
this 'vorldng Group was to establish the number of skidding accidents, and to 
investigate the extend that road-surface skidding resistance plays in 
accident occurrence. The following organisations were represented on the 
sub-committee: the State Road Laboratory RHL, Delft, the Traffic and 
Transportation Engineering Division Rijksvaterstaat DVK, The Hague, and the 
'Institute for Road Safety Research SWOV, Voorburg. In order to investigate 
the extent of the skidding problem, accidents occurring on dry road surface 
were compared with those on vet surfaces during and after rainfall. The role 
of skidding resistanee was investigated only as regards accidents during 
rainfall. In this latter investigation a number of variables such as speed 
and visibility were disregarded for practical reasons. The investigations 
did, how'ever, include hourly traffic volume, traffic performance, type of road 
and type of vehicle. 

This contribution is not a report on the research. This is given in 
SchlHsser (1977). 

The reasons that led to the choice of the models and a detailed 
description of the results of the analysis of the accident data can be found 
in Oppe (1977). In the present paper interest will be focused on the analysis 
of the involvement of lorries and passenger cars in accidents. 

The concept 'lorry' is used here to denote all kinds of vehicles used 
to transport goods, such as delivery vans, heavy trucks, trailers, and 
buses. A passenger car may have a trailer or may be a minibus. 

The analysis is based on the assumption that traffic can play a part in 
accident occurrence in two ,..ays. On one hand, if there is more traffic the 
'expected number of accidents will increase due to the larger number of 
accident-susceptible road users; in other 'vords, exposure increases. Thus, 
the number of accidents is likely to increase proportionately to traffic 
performance. On the other hand, at higher traffic volumes the accident 
hazard will increase for every individual road user; i.e. accident_suscepti_ 
bility increases. 

The analysis is adjusted for 'the extent to ,.,hich exposure l)lays a part. 
,For this purpose, the number of vehicles involved in accidents during a 
given time period, on a given road section, are divided by the number of 
,vehicle kilometres driven during that time period on that road section. 
These involvement ratios are analysed. Besides the adjustment for vehicle 
kilometres, hourly traffic voltune is used to explaiin the difference ill 
a.ccident ratios, ill order to ascertain the' influen1:c of traffic volume on 
accident susceptihili ty. Therefore the illVolvCl:lCnt ratio is described as a 
function of both road-surface slddding resistance a.nd hourly traffic volul1le. 
It is reasonable to assume that the increase in a.ceidont susceptibility will 
not be the snme on all roads. Consequently, roads were divided into two types. 
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Type I comprises motorways: roads with split level junctions and 
separate carriageways, each with at least two lanes and generally onc 
shoulder. Type 11 comprises other primary national highways, mainly single
carriage,.,ay roads ,od th t,<fO lanes, level junctions and occasiona.l slow 
moving vehicles. 

',' 
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Chapter I 

The involvement data required for the research were obtained from 
Rijks1l'aterstaat (Department of Roads and \vaterways). 

The locations, times and dates of the accidents and ,.,hether or not it 
was raining are recorded. 

For road type I the hourly traffic volumes are divided into 20 classes 
,d th a w'idth of 100 vehicles per hour for each direction; for type 11 i.nto 
15 classes with a width of 200 vehicles per hour in both directions. The 
coefficient of longitudinal force for a wet surface is determined for each 
road section. These coefficients are divided into 9 skiddingresistan~e 
classes ,.,i th a width of 0.05 units of measurements from ~ 0.36 to "> 0.71. 

From the location, date and time, the appropriate skidding resistance 
and hourly volume class is determined for each accident. Since the highest 
resistance class also includes accidents on wet surfaces during dry weather, 
it is completely eliminated from the investigation. 

From the length of the road, the distribution of hourly traffic volumes 
and duration of rainfall, the number of vehic1 e kilome tres is calculated for 
each combination of skidding resistance and hourly volume class, separately 
for workdays and weekends and adjusted for month and year. 

Next, the involvement ratio is determined ror each resistance - volume 
combination by dividing the number of involvements by the relevant number 
of vehicle kilometres. 

This results in four tables of involvement ratios corresponding to the 
two types of roads and two types of vehicles. 
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Cha.pter 11 

ANALYSIS 

The intention of the analysis is to examine how the involvement rat.io 
~~~.depends on hourly traffic volume (V) and road-surface skidding. resistance 

The first assumpt.ion for t.he descript.ive model is that the effects of 
V on I and R on I are independent of each other. Because the specific 
nature of both relations is not kno~~ and probably not linear, no 
restriction on the nature of these functions will be put on the model. 

Furthermore it is not certain whether the effects of V on I and R on I 
are additive as assumed in linear models (such as linear regression models 
or analysis of variance) or multiplicative as·is assumed in log-linear 
models (such as the Poisson models mentioned later on). According to the 
addi tivi ty assumption, the dependent variable (r) can be 'vri tten as a 
(weighted) sum of the independent variables Rand V. 

As regards this assumption the following can be said: Suppose the 
probability of a given accident occurring on a road surface belonging to 
skidding resistance class i· (i = 1, ••• , m) is indicated as p (n i ), and the 
probability of this accident occurring in hourly volume class j (j = 1, ••• , 
n) is indicated as p(V.). If we assume that both probabilities are 
independent of each ot~er (which means that the probability distribution 
over the resistance classes is the same for every volume class and vice 
versa), it follows that the probability of an accident for the combination 
of hourly volume class i and skidding resistance class j can be 'o:i tten as 
the product of the (marginal) probabilities p(V

J
) and .p(Ri ), viz: 

P(RiAY j ) =.p(Ri) • p(V j ) 

This consideration should lead to the choice of a multiplicative model 
instead of an additive model. 
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Chapter III 

ADDITIVE CON~TOINT HEASUREHENT 

The ACH model does have the requirement of additivity, but multiplicity 
can be converted into additivity by using a logarithmic transformation. In 
the ACH model arbitrary functions f on Rand g on V are allo,~ed to 
describe I (or a logarithmic transformation of I) as a function of Rand V. 

For every I .. value belonging to the combination (n., V.); 
l.J . l. J 

I. . = 0( + p. + V. 
l.J 3. aJ (1 ) 

. So far, tw'o alternatives have been mentioned for applying ACH. The 
first possibility~is to apply the analysis directly to involvement ratios; 
the second is to apply it to their logarithms. Another possibility, based on 
a method by Kruskal (1965), is to malee an analysis seeking for the monotone 
non-descending transformation of I which, if filled in for I, gives a 
solution of equation (1). If it is subsequently examined which monotone 
transformation leads to the better fit of the ACH model, the above arguments 
regarding additivity or multiplicity can still be verified. For example, if 
the monotone transformation is a linear transformation, ACH could have been 
applied directly; a logarithmic transformation '~ould favour a multiplicative 
model. 

Formulated some11"hat more exactly, this method amounts to the following: 
Suppose f and g are known, then for each Ik and 11 there are values I~ and 
Ii such that 

I::: f(Rk ) + g(Vk ) ~I~::: f(R1 ) + g(V1 ) 

if, and only if Ik ~ 11 

in which k and 1 are indices continuing through the resistance-volume 
combinations (1,1), •••• , (l,n), •••• , (m,n). . 

As a rule, such·a transformation will be possible only up to a certain 
level. An effort will thus have to be made to find the transformation for 
which the model gives the best possible description of the data. 

As a criterion for optimum description, a least-squares criterion is 
chosen. In other words, let It be the v~lue belonging to a given monotone 
transformation. And If the ap~ropriate prediction of I~ fitting best with 
model (1); then'the mJnotone non-descending transformation is sought for 
It'hich the sum of the discrepancies (S) beti~een the I~ and li values is as 
possible. Or, more precisely, for which: . { 

The denominator in this expression is merely a scale factor. In an 
iterative process seeking the best fitting monotone transformation, the I 
values themselves are chosen as the initial configuration. 

By couparing the value of S found with this initial configuratio~ (S,) 
with Smoll of the motone transformation, it is possible to examine how far

a 

the solution CRn be improved if we allow a monotone trnnsformation of I. If 
we also apply the nnaly~is to the log-I values, we again obtain initial 
solution with matching Slow which, compared with Sd' shows whether it is 
better to speak of an addi~ive or multiplicative model, while SI compared og 
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wi th Smon (identical of course for both initial si tua tions) again sho,.,s how' 
this solution can be improved. 

If the hypothesis concerning multiplicity is correct, we expect 

Resul ts~ 
.F'igures ito 4. give the ACH solutions for the values of function f 

in formula mon 

I~. = f(R.) + g(V.) 
l.J ). J 

for the four tables of involvement ratios .. mentioned earlier. In Figure 1, 
representing the function values of lorries for road type I, the size of the 
parameters decreases linearly with the class value. 

If the multiplicative model is correct (i.e •. if the montone 
transformation is found to be logarithmic) this means that the relationship 
bet"leen involvement ratio and slddding resistallceclass is exponential. As 
a result the measures taken to improve the ioad-surface skidding resistance 
will have a decreasing effect on road safety, going from class 2 to class 7. 

The same linear relation although less clear is found for the data 
represented by Figure 2, 3 and 4. The peripheral effects may be caused by 
the smaller numbers of observations in these classes. If ,,,e delete class 1 
and 8 for road type 11 then the linearity is clearer. J 

For road type I these classes are excluded because the respectiv~ 
situations hardly exist for that road type. 

Figures 5 to 8 give the ACM solutions for the values of function g 
in the formula. mon 

The curves in these figures are not as smooth as in the Figures 1 to 4. 
As will be seen later, this is merely caused by the large number of volume 
classes. 

In general it can be said that accident susceptibility 111creases with 
hourly traffic volume. For road type I, both for passenger cars and lorries s 
there are peripheral effects of the curves. In this cas~ howeve~ it is 
unlikely that these are caused by the small· number of observations per class 
alone. 

For checks on the fit of the model we refer to Oppe (1977) again. It is 
argued there that the multiplicative model seems to be correct. 

* 'l'he computerproGrarntlle ACH, "iV'ritten in PLI by J. de LeemT t JJeydcn State 
UniYcrsity, dept. Datatheory, was used to analyse the data. 
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Chapter IV 

STOCHASTIC INTEIlPnETATION OF TIlE HULTIPLICATIVE HODEJJ 

Assuming that the occnrrence of accidents 'can be described as a Poisson 
process with parameter ~ and that the accidents are mnltinomially distributed 
over the skidding resistance and traffic volume classes 'I'hile the volume and 
resistance variables have a mutually independent influence on the accident 
hazard, then: 

(1) For each resistance class n. with multinomial probability p. and 
'each volume class V.i with mul tinomiaI probability q., accidents can Be 
described as a ,Poisson process ,1"1 th parameters .x p. Jand ~ q .• 

(2) For each cell X .. the accident distributi~n is a pJisson distribution 
ld th parameter)N .. = A. ~~ q .• 

I 1J 1 J 

Log-linear models 
In recent years methods of analysis have been developed especially for 

data collected in the form of contingency tables. The subdivision of the 
data into traffic volume and slddding resistance classes described above is 
an example of such a tabulation. 

If it can in fact be assumed for the values in the cells of the 
contingency table that they are Poisson distributed, these methods· can be 
employed. Within these Poisson models onc describes the Poisson parameters s 
,.,11ich may differ from cell to cell,' in terms of the variables of the 
contingency table. The multiplicative model mentioned above is a specific 
example of this. The Poisson parameter for each cell is described as composed 
of three part-parameters: a general parameter (identical for each cell) A , 
one (identical for each cell in one row of the contingency table) p., and 
one (identical for each cell in one coluon) q.. 1 

In other words, restrictions are imposedJon the ultimate Poisson 
parameter of every cell ,,,i th regard to the p05i tion in the row and column 
of that cell in the contingency table. However, it is only one choice from 
a number of possible restrictions. If we say, for instance, that road-surface 
skidding resistance has no influence at all on accidents, viz. that all p. 's 
are the same, the model could be simplified. For each cell, its Poisson 1 . 
parameter ""'ould then be equal to A q. (one general part-parameter and one 
part-parameter for the location of tile cell in a column). 

The most general form in ,~hich the parameters can be 'l'ritten is: 

r'ij = )... Pi • qj • r ij 

or, if we take the logarithm: 
, 

m.. (= log Ai.- •• ) = ex + (1,. + V. + c .. 
~J / l.J . '''' 1 II J' 0 lJ 

(2) 

in ",hich the terms after the = sign indicate the logarithms of the factors 
in the previous expression. 

Models ~lich try to give such a representation of the Poisson parameters 
jU .. are therefore Imov.'11 as log-linear models. A detailed description is 
'1~an in Goodman (1970), llaberman (1974) and Dishop, Fienberg & llolland 
l1975). , 

The ACH model applied to the log-data is in fact also a log-linear 
model, but \'11 thout stochastic interpretation. The lUul tiplicutivc model 
comparable ,·,ith model (1) imposes the additional rostriction that S ij = 0$ 
for all combinations (i, j). The data in the contingency t~)le can always be 
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reconstructed perfectly with the aid of (the saturated) model (2). It is then 
in fact assUllled that each cell has a specific Poisson llarameter. 

It can now be checked, for instance, whether the lnon-saturated) 
multiplicative ,model mi ,'= 0(+ /3i + ¥j represents the data significantly 
worse than model'(2). J 

An example of applying such a type of analysis to road traffic problems 
(but with a differing model description) is found ~n Rasch (1973). 

~e1ghted PoissoR models 
The application of log-linear models to contingency tables in which 

accidents a.re given seems ,.,arranted: the assumption that the numbers of 
accidents represent an independent Poisson distribution is considered 
acceptable by many researchers. If we are dealing with accident ratios 
instead of accidents such an a.nalysis is not directly applicableo De Leeuw 
(1975) describes a more general model applicable to Poisson distributed 
variables corrected by dividing the variables by a constant. In other words: 
Poisso}} distrib,uted variables are first ,{eighted before being analysed. The 
accident ratios can be regarded as such weighted' variables.' A drawback to 
this is that strictly speaking vehicle kilometres are not correcting constants 
but in fact stochastic variables themselves. The variance of the variables, 
however, is many times smaller than that of the accident variables, and the 
drawback will not be very important in practice. Furthermore, using 
involvement ratios instead of accident ratios may have some influence on the 
assumption of independence of the observations. IIowever,this seems to be of 
li ttle importance especially wi tll regard to lorries. A next drEn·,back appl~ring 
to all log-linear analyses is that the model is only verifiable 
asymptotically, ,,,hieh means that it is applicable if enough accidents per 
cell have been collected for analysis. In the present cases this condition 
certainly does not apply to each cell, which makes the model difficult to 
test. 

However. the test statistics will at least give an indication of the 
effects. A detailed description and an example of using ,{eighted Poisson 
models can be found in De Leeuw & Oppe (1976). 

* nesults - 1'he HPN-analysis of the data' for road type I relates to skidding 
resistance classes 2 to 7. 

Because of the small numbers of observations, especially for lorries, 
some traffic volume classes ar.e taken together. For. lorries this results in 
classes 1 + 2, 3 + 4, •••• , 11 + 12 and a residual class 13 to 20. For 
passenger cars only the residual classes 13 to 20 are taken togetherc 

For road type 11 the skidding resistance classe 8 is deleted. 
}"or lorries the traffic volume classes 8 to 11 and 12 to 15 are taken 

together. 
Figures 1 to 4 again represent the values of the function f. The 

agreement ,1'1 th the AC}I-solutions are obvious. 
From Figure 5 to 8 'I"e see that summing up over the traffic volume 

classes results in more stable curves. 
In these cases the overall agreement with the ACH-solutions is also 

fair. 
For road type I it may be concluded from Figure 5 and 7 that, although 

in general involvement increases ,'li tll traffic volume, at lower volumes there is 
a reversed tendency. Furthermore, at higher volumes the effect becomes 
smaller. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------.,----
>le 

'1'ho \vl'B-programme, wri tteu iu PIJI bJT -Lhe author ",'as used for the log--
lineal' analysis. 
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The peripheral effects are not found for road type 11. 
To test the linearity of the f-curves, standard normal statistics are 

computed to separate linear and higher order components of the curves. The 
results are given in Table 1. From this table it ca~ be concluded that the 
linear component is highly significant. The second and third degree components 
are not, while some of the higher degree components are. 

The overall effects of road-surface skidding resistance and hourly 
traffic volwne are given in Table 2. From this table it can be concluded that 
the effect of road-surface skidding resistance is the most important and 
highly significant factor in explaining the data. 

The effect of hourly traffic volume is also. highly significant. 
For road type I there is no interaction found between both variables 

with regard to the involvement ratios for lorries. The same result was found 
earlier with regard to the accident ra~os. This means that the R- and V
effects are independent of each other. For passenger ~ars a significant 
interaction is found. However, compared with the main effects this effect is 
rather small. 

For road type 11 the interaction effects are both significant. No 
systematic trend in this effect could be found. A possible explanation 
for the interaction may be found in the diversity in type of road for 
this class. 

--
Road type I '. Road .type 11 

linear: -7.21 linear: -12.51.1; 

lorries h.o. · -.78, -.13, -.44, -.12 h.o. · 1.h3, 1.95, -'1;.23, • · 1.35, 1.60 
, 

passenger linear: -14~63 linear: -15.95 
cars h.o. • • 38, -1.20, ~. 91,1, -2.36 h.o • e -.01, -.20, -3.70, • · 3.62, -1.97 

Table 1. Standard normal scores for the linear and higher order components 
of the resistance curves as found from the "'PH-analysis. 

-- ... -
Road type I Road type 11 

lorries passenge:x; cars lorries passenger cnrs 

/(2 -value d.f. )(2-vBlue d.f. X 2_value d.f. 
2 X. -value d.f. 

R 92.73 5 598.62 5 233.56 6 607.22 6 
V 36.25 12 1h2.42 12 117.87 8 255.37 9 
RxV' If3.07 60 112.6 /J. 60 1110.89 118 365.01.1 51! 

Table 2. Chi-squB:x;e values and degrees of freedom for resistance effect (n), 
volUll1e effect (V) and the interaction (nxV)1 resul ting frol11 the 
"'PH-analysis of the involvement ratios. 

. 
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